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Welcome to the new look club, no frills newsletter that has been designed to disseminate information
to those members no connected to the internet. The newsletter will still contain stories, reports and
events but in a less fancy way.
As you are aware we had our AGM in April and we now have a new Club President, Mark Cole and
fresh looking committee that includes Rob Bailey as Vice President, Vera Nolan as Treasurer, John
Nolan as Secretary, Toni Brown as Events, Simon Day as Web Master, Jonathon Nolan, Stacey Palman,
Gavin Mulcahy and Tim Anderson as General committee.
Many thanks go to the outgoing group that worked on projects such as rewriting our constitution,
the weekend away as well as building the membership base.
As you are aware the club has won the right to host the next EH All State Run in 2019 and preparations
are well under way. The club hopes that our members want to be part of this not to be missed event
in WA. We all saw how BIG the 50th was so come and be part of this.
We have several fundraising BBQs planned at Repco stores throughout the metro so please keep an
eye on your emails re these.
There has been overwhelming response for the weekend away in September and as we will be close
we will be attending the Bindoon Classic Car show so come on up and join the rest of the members
for a country show and some lunch.
News on the Street is that ex member Cos Rando is selling is EH Sedan for a cool 80Kso if you are in
the market for a “bullet proof” car then give him a ring.
We trust you enjoy the long overdue newsletter.
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MY CAR – MARK COLE
I first saw my EH Holden when my friend bought it around to my front door as a 16-year-old
boy. The car had just been bought in its original condition as a Salt Bush Green sedan with the
Hydromantic gearbox in it. The car had done only 46,000 genuine miles. The car has only
75,000 original miles now on the speedo.
I bought the car 12 months later, three days before turning 17 and going to get my license to
drive. My friend had decided to move onto the next project and so it was for sale.
My friend had changed a few things on the car, including the paint colour, the engine and the
gearbox and of course the wheels. Unfortunately, and sadly, the original parts for the car were
sold or given away later, something I regret not going back to source the original parts.
The car was used as my daily driver until about 20. I have fond memories of driving it to youth
group and doing laps around Bunbury town with the hotted-up motor and triple SU’S drinking
all my fuel.
On relocating to Perth at 21, the car transferred with me. Whilst I was renting in Perth for
several years, the car was stored at my rental location and/or various locations around the
city.
On the completion of my new house in Kiara, the car was transferred to the garage and sat in
the garage for the next 13 years. Although in good condition, the work done years ago on the
car was poor in quality that the effects of it were starting to show. The motor ran but needed
upgrading and required a lot of maintenance. The appearance of the car was now quite poor
and it would attract the attention of the police if driven on the road, mainly due to the need
for a new exhaust system. The car has maintained its full licence since 1963 and never was
left to run out of registration.
The decision had to be made to restore the car or sell it! After careful consideration, I decided
to keep the promise made to the car to restore it, but only if I could achieve a very high
standard of a finished product.
The panel beater was chosen and so the process started. I was very conscious and determined
that once I stripped the first nut down, the car had to be put back together, less all we have
was a number of EH parts.
Newlons Coach Builders was chosen to do the panel and paint. The doors were stripped from
the car and the process started. The car was stripped to a bare shell and sandblasted before
any panel work was done. New NOS door skins were utilised and put on the car. After 18
months – two years the car was painted and ready to be reassembled.
The task of refurbishing old parts, including chrome –plating, painting, power coating begun
to allow the car to have that new look attached back on it. This was a hugh part and task in
the project.
The engine was refurbished and sat around for years, waiting to roar into action again.
The painted body was sent to Classic Auto Care in Bayswater, where the process to
reassemble commenced. The refurbished front and rear ends were attached to the car.
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The steering box and brakes were also competed, new rubbers were also sourced and
attached to the car by Newlons.
The car was then given back to me in Kensington to complete the car. Many thanks to Ray
Forster for his help, encouragement and time in reattaching the front grill, fuel tank, bumpers
and assembling the radiator and other parts in the engine bay for completion.
Many thanks also to Bob Symonds for all the electrical work that was completed whilst the
car was being put back together.
A Premier interior for the car was picked and sourced and the leather purchased for it. The
interior task was given to my good and long friend Ken Golding at Westside Motor Trimmers
in Bunbury.
Whilst the car was being reassembled, unfortunately Ken had become a full time Carer for his
parents and so the completion of the interior was a significant slow-down to the completion
process.
After the trim work was finished, the fit out of the car was given to Tony’s Upholstery Services
in Welshpool to complete.

The final touched, being the original wheels, hubcaps and white wall tyres was fitting to
complete the car.
After 12 years of hard work, the car was nearly completed.
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The car was first taken to GM Day in November 2016 and recently shown to the public for the
first time at the 2017 Hot Rod show. Some photos of the car at the show is attached or shown
with this story.
It was an adventure and a great learning experience to restore this car and I am very happy
in that the promise given to the car has been fulfilled and the standard of the finish is very
high. Like all projects, I had my fair share of disappointments, frustrations and learning curves
with the project.
I now could do it again but with the benefit of experience.
I expect that in future years, the car will be restored back to an original 179 engine, automatic
gearbox and returned back to its somewhat original condition.
I trust you like the new EH Holden car!
Be inspired to get going on your project and get it finished!

Mark Cole
COLOUR CODES
Below is a list of some colours that were available for EJ and eH
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MY CAR – KEITH DICKSON
A brief history of our EH is it was a one owner Rockingham car for 25 odd years until it was
acquired by Mitch Vickers who did a full rebuild of the mechanicals and respray. Mitch sold
the car to a guy in Ravenswood who owned it for about a year until I purchased it in 1994.
For the first 12 years the EH remained as original. At that time a friend of ours was building a
modified 57 4 door Chevy and l decided l would like a V8 Torana or an early Monaro.
While looking for another car my son came home and asked if l was interested in a VN 355
stroker with a 5 speed manual his mate was selling. I contacted Castlemaine Rod Shop about
conversion kits and decided to keep the EH and it and modify it.
After buying the VN l stripped the car retained what l required and sold off parts not required
and disposed of the shell. A three-quarter chassis was fitted, sub frames were plated. A H.R.
Drum brake front end was purchased in Victoria and Castlemaine Rod set it up for the V8,
strengthened the control arms and turned down the stub axles to take the VN discs.
The VN LSD rear end was shortened to suit. We used the VN wiring loom and ECU. l fitted a
COME inlet manifold and a Desert Cooler 4 core radiator and fitted the T 5 manual box and
fitted COME Racing heads. I ran with this combo for a couple of years then re-built the engine
stoking it to 383 C.I., replaced the heads with Yella Terra Dash Nine heads modified by A.1
Performance and fitted a custom-built cam. I also installed a modified T 700 auto, new wiring
loom and a LS1 E.C.U. This car has been given to my Granddaughter.

Keith Dickson.
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WEEKEND AWAY
What a weekend in York
Saturday 17th September 2016, we were meant to meet at Beechboro to make our way to
York through Toodyay, as normal, knowing Gav's car is parked in Swanview, it seemed easier
for us to meet up with the rest of the group when they came through Stratton on Toodyay
Road.
As we arrived there a few minutes early, we saw a group of Ford enthusiasts all parked up
and waiting, we decided to pull up and ask if they had seen a group of EH's pass by on the
hopes we hadn't missed the group, to our surprise a guy we were talking to said "No we are
meeting up with them to go to a Ford museum. " (my thoughts laughing to myself, "Why
would a Holden group be interested in a Ford museum?).
Luckily for us as we went to pull away, along came our group, all colours and body styles, in
tow with various followers, so on the road we went armed with lollie bags, program and a
crossword. Weather conditions were great, munching on sweets and reading the planned
weekend to Gav as we journeyed to Toodyay.
Venturing half an hour out of Midland, we visited Pernechele's Ford Family Museum interesting if you are a Ford fan or I guess more of a man's domain than mine. Short intro
about the museum by the owner and a wandering we did go.
Four sheds later, all lined with cars, bits and pieces, shiny and new, books, maps and oils and
just a few Holden bits to be found. Morning tea on the grounds, nice and hot and a few sweet
treats were shared, with chattering going on all around, it was time to move and board our
cars for York was calling.
Coming into Toodyay we traveled in a line - Betsy 3rd from the back followed by Mitch and
Adrian, who witnessed Gav's driving at his best (or worst) . A white 4wd with Albany number
plates decided to pull out in front of him. So as a hot-headed driver, he let him witness the
power of Betsy the driver of the 4wd seriously under estimated the acceleration of his own
pussy 4wd and away Betsy flew. Comments came afterwards that I should have thrown empty
cans at him but we were driving too fast.
Several group photos taken at the Toodyay Tourist information and off to town in droves to
find the nearest pub, with EH's scattered through the town, we invaded. Exploring, lunch and
a little shopping was done, it was time to leave and head to York, having another look at the
crossword we had been given, when I was advised by my driver "to give it up", so like any
good passenger, I sat quiet and enjoyed the view.
After a while we arrived at Settlers House and like all good folk, took our turns in checking in,
rooms found and much relief the bar was open (another chance to leave the drinkers drinking)
and head into the main street of town, to explore. About 6.25pm, tummies grumbling and
still more drinking, we milled to the dining room, all decked out like a wedding reception with
the club being guest of honor.
Buffet pasta and salad "all you can eat" whilst old movies and adds shown by Stacey played
in the background. Lots of eating, drinking and socialising was had by all, except by one, Mark
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& Susie’s daughter doing homework, with all the giggling of some members, I hope she gets
an A, as she deserves it with all the noise we made.
Raffles drawn, thanks all passed around and the question on most of the member's minds, is
what was up with the crossword and how did you work it out, still to be proven and answers
to be given - that will go down as one of the clubs unsolved mysteries. Well spa and bed was
calling and the cool night air settling in, as we slowly departed, till the morning feed.
Good sleep was had by all, cars covered in dew and frost, silence was broken by church bells
and the sound of a couple EH's revving the engines, all before 8am. It was time for breakie,
buffet style again, eggs, bacon, sausages etc all served hot but where was the coffee - we had
to ask !! There was silence in the dining room as we all chowed down.
Fed and rested, now time to check out, with some departing to home and others headed up
the hill for another photo and some of Gav's jokes on Mount Brown Lookout, with all the cars
putting on a show. That's where we departed, Gav, Betsy and me, till our next adventure and
weekend away and just maybe next time, they'll let me bring Agatha (not a GM but a MG).
Hoping all our fellow travelers along with us, ventured to their home safe, before the weather
set in and I will leave you with this saying A weekend away with this group, is a must and not to be missed.

Alley Mulcahy
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Dear Motor Enthusiast
After the success of the Avon Valley Classic Rally in 2013, 2014 and 2015, we decided to make
this a bi-annual event. We are now planning the 2017 event for Sunday 8th October.
This year as in the past we are holding three rallies in one with the first vehicles leaving Avon
Park at 9 am. Veteran, vintages and tractors will travel again various distances, the difference
is that while all these classes will start and finish at the same time, the tractors will deviate
onto their own route, including gravel roads, bush tracks and hopefully a water crossing, rejoining the veteran and vintage vehicles for a fun event before lunch. Vintage, veteran and
the tractors will each be competing in their own categories and separate trophies will be
presented.
The modern classic vehicles and sports cars will cover approximately 100 kms on new and
scenic roads taking in even more of the picturesque Avon Valley before joining for the fun
event, luncheon and trophy presentations.
Registration will be essential for catering and organising purposes, registration forms will be
distributed shortly, please contact yorkveterancarclub@gmail.com to receive a registration
form.
We will be providing a complementary morning tea at the start in Avon Park (Lowe Street,
York) for all participants and at the finish and a luncheon. Entry fee: $15 per vehicle and costs
for luncheon (lunch costs to be confirmed).
The York Veteran Car Club Branch is looking forward seeing you at this year’s Avon Valley
Classic Rally
Event Coordinator: Gary Byfield and team
Email: yorkveterancarclub@gmail.com
Phone: 0414 885 338
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ALL STATE RUN
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ALL STATE RUN
Your club has won the right to host the next EJ/EH Bi Annual All State Run, which is a national
event for financial members only.
The stunningly beautiful Swan Valley has been chosen as venue to not only showcase WA’s
premier wine region, but to persuade our members to attend as this is on our doorstep.
The event will be held over the Easter long weekend and starts of Thursday the 19th with a
welcome function and finished on the Monday with a farewell lunch at a local winery.
Our interstate guest will be staying at the run HQ (International on the Water) or close by and
we would encourage our WA members to do the same as it is great to be part of the action
Thursday – Scrutineering then welcome event
Friday - vehicle scrutineering continues with observation run before Fish and chips in Freo
Saturday - the show and shine at Whiteman Park out the front of the Motor Museum
Sunday - hill climb at Jacks Hill in Wanneroo with a side trip to Yanchep National Park
Sunday night - the awards night with entertainment
Monday - the farewell cruise and announcement of Overall Champion
This event is slightly different from the others as it will be the first-time new award categories
(survivor, concurs, factory authentic, factory modifies, show and racing) have been included
plus a hill climb for driving events.
There is a lot of planning to be done between now and then and we will be looking for
volunteers to help it run smoothly.
To lessen the financial burden, a dedicated bank account has been set up where you can
deposit contributions towards your entry fee and merchandise.
A dedicate web page (http://www.ehasr2019.com.au/) and face book page have been set up.
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SPONSORS
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